CONDITIONS
*100% Trading Bonus & other Trading Bonuses
Start making profit 2 as fast
To register for this promotion and receive your 100% deposit
matching bonus, fill out the AG-Markets online application to get
started.
Start trading on us with big advantages!
100% Trading Bonus
AG-Markets offers new depositing customers a unique 100% first
deposit bonus. The deposit bonus is available to all first time
depositors who make a deposit of at least €/$ 1,000 into their
account. For deposits below this value AG-Markets will decide, at it
own discretion, the amount of the Trading Bonus. The Bonus will be
added to the initial deposit within 24 hours from the time of first
deposit up to a maximum of €/$5,000.
Further requirements: you have to trade for at least 3 month’s with
the volumen requirements as specified in the Schedule down below.
During this period of time you can’t make any withdrawals from your
account

Your First
Deposit
Amount*

Bonus

Total Equity
After Bonus

$1,000

$1,000

$2,000

$5,000

$5,000

$10,000

1,200 Lots per month = 3,600
Lots for 3 months

$10,000

$5,000

$15000

1,200 Lots per month = 3,600
Lots for 3 months

Volume Requirement
per month* (during 3 months)
200 Lots per month = 600
Lots for 3 months

*Per €/$100 20 standard lots per month (during 3 months)

Lots:
A lot means to trade:
1 Lot in Currencies

=

2.00

1 Lot in Stocks

=

1,000 Stocks

1 Lot in Indexes

=

20 Contracts

1 Lot in Commodities

=

10 Contracts

Provided that the value of the products is equal to or greater than $
100,000

Less than the minimum volume in Market doesn’t count on Market
requirement.
1 Lot = $100.000 or greater than $100.000.
If you trade other instruments (for example stocks indices, stocks,
commodities, etc) you should calculate the value of each trade to be
able to calculate 1 standard lot.
Close lots in a less 30 min period does not count to reach
the minimum volume required.
1 Lot in commodities must be equal or superior tan the amount
of 100,000 USD leveraged.
Accounts not operated for a period of time of more than one
month will be penalized with a charge of 25 USD per month, for
downtime costs. We ask clients to keep in contact with their
advisors to prevent this from happening. As of the second month,
there will be a penalization of 25 USD for every 100 USD in the
account.
Who is Entitled to the Bonus?
All new clients that make a first time deposit at least €/$ 1,000 in
their trading account With AG-Markets are entitled to the first time
deposit bonus within 24 hours of their first time deposit. Trading
bonuses can be given in similar conditions to clients who deposit
smaller amounts and to already existing cumstomers. The core
conditions referring to mínimum time of stay (3 months) and
mínimum volume of 20 standard lots for each €/$ 100 during at least
3 months stays the same.
In case a customer does not comply with the obligations forthcoming
out of this bonus (including volumen requirements, AG-Markets can
withdraw part or all of your bonus amount and all obtained benefits,
during the time that the bonus was in place, lapse.
How to Claim the Bonus?

Please note, that in order to be eligible to claim any of the bonuses
offered by AG-Markets you must provide a valid working telephone
number or Skype contact enabling one of our account managers to
contact you. AG-Markets also requests copies of a valid ID
(passport), Proof of Residence (utility bill) together with a copy of
your credit card (masking the first 12 digits on the front side and the
CVV code on the backside to be scanned and emailed to docs@agmarkets.com
Bonus Terms and Conditions
AG-Markets reserves the right, to decline registration of any
participant in the 100% Trading Bonus without having to explain the
reasons and further reserves the right to disqualify any participant
who tampers or attempts to tamper with the operation of the 100%
Trading Bonus Terms & Conditions and/or any of the Business
Terms and Policies set forth on AG-Markets Website.
AG-Markets reserves the right to alter, amend or terminate the
100% Trading Bonus, or any aspect of it, at any time and without
prior notice. It is recommended that participants in the 100% Trading
Bonus consult these Terms & Conditions on the AG-Markets
website regularly. Please note that taking part in the Trading Bonus
constitutes acceptance and agreement to abide by any such
alterations, amendments and/or changes. These terms and
conditions may be modified according to market conditions, or at the
discretion of what AG-Markets considers relevant.
In order to qualify for the 100% deposit bonus, Eligible Clients must
provide AG-Markets with true, accurate, current and complete
information, including their full name, identical to that specified in
their ID documentation, as well as an active contact e-mail, and a
valid working telephone number (enabling our account managers to
contact individuals), and must upload all necessary, clear and legal
documents to docs@ag-markets.com. Eligible Clients must agree
not to impersonate any person or entity, misrepresent any affiliation
with another person, entity or association, use false headers or
otherwise conceal their identity for any purpose.
Only persons who can form legally binding contracts under the laws
applicable in their country of residence may participate in the 100%
Trading Bonus. Without limiting the foregoing, participation in the
100% deposit bonus is not allowed for persons under the age of 18
or otherwise under legal age in their country of residence ("minors").
If you are a minor, you may not participate.
Please note that it may take up to 24 hours before any "100%
Trading Bonus" is added to the account of an Eligible Client who

meets all of the criteria set forth herein.
100% Trading Bonuses applied to the live trading accounts of
Eligible Clients in accordance with the rules set forth herein may be
used for trading purposes only and cannot be withdrawn.
Subject to the provisions set forth above, in order to be able to
withdraw from any such accounts all orders (including pending
orders) must be closed.
If any of these Terms & Conditions were to be translated into a
language other than English, then the English version of these
Rules of Engagement shall prevail where there is an inconsistency.
The Welcome Bonus was designed for trading purposes only and
cannot be withdrawn. It is there to help you open larger positions
and allow you to hold your positions open for a longer period.
Any system or method of negotiation that is prohibited in accordance
with market regulations and in accordance with the User Terms,
such as Scalping systems, automated data entry and Hedge or
coverage system that is under the definition of market abuse , as
well as any prohibited activity or abuse of our bonus system, is not
allowed in Ag-Markets within our platform and asset marketing
systems, as well as webtrader, mt4 or mobile platform negotiation.
In similar or similar circumstances, we reserve the right to cancel all
your transactions and / or close your account.
For more information, read our User Agreement available on our
website.

